KU unveils world's largest learning map

Likened to the human genome project for education, the Dynamic Learning Maps Alternate Assessment Consortium, led by the University of Kansas’ Center for Education Testing and Evaluation, has unveiled the world’s largest learning map, a structure of student learning that includes more than 3,000 skills students should master by high school graduation and more than 5,000 pathways, or connections, between skills.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

Professor to give talk on banking

Robert DeYoung, finance professor at KU School of Business and Capitol Federal Professor in Financial Markets and Institutions, will present “How Big Should Your Bank Be?” at 7:30 a.m. Thursday, May 3, at the BEST Conference Center in Overland Park.
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Lights Out! contest winner named

Twelve weeks have finally yielded a winner in the Lights Out! energy conservation competition at KU. The faculty and staff in Bailey Hall nudged past Green and Summerfield Halls in the closing weeks with a 17.2 percent savings overall.
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2012-13 Hall Center Scholars

Six outstanding KU undergraduates have been selected to serve as Hall Center Scholars for 2012-2013. They will have the opportunity to engage with the prominent public intellectuals who speak in the Hall Center’s Humanities Lecture Series, and they also win an award of $500.
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TODAY'S EVENTS

LECTURE

“Digital Games, Ethics and Occupy Wall Street Movement”
Wednesday, May 2, 2012
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Hall Center for the Humanities Conference Hall
View all events

TWITTER

@KUNews @KUEngineering wins Dartmouth @FormulaHybrid12 electric-only design competition: http://wp.me/p1xjsM-7m #kustudents
View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

YOUTUBE

Bus 52 Presents: Audio-Reader
More: photos | videos

KU IN THE NEWS

National Public Radio (May 2, 2012)
Pfizer settles suit involving